Southend News
The Cheder at SWHC which is run in conjunction with Chabad Essex, led by Head teacher
Mrs Devorah Sufrin, zoomed through the last term of this academic year with on line
classes for all the children.
Each child enjoyed an individual one to one weekly class, spread over Monday & Tuesday
evenings (instead of just a Monday), to ensure that each child was able to develop their
individual learning and reading ability. Lockdown may have prevented the children from
going to Cheder, but using this technology brought Cheder into the children’s homes
weekly.
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mark the amazing progress that they had made.
To conclude this year’s unique end of term prize giving, Rabbi and Mrs Sufrin drove to
WKH KRPHV RI DOO WKH FKLOGUHQ (DFK FKLOG UHFHLYHG WKHLU ZHOOHDUQHG FHUWLƬFDWHV DQG
prizes as well as some noshy bits to celebrate with. Well done to the children of
Southend Cheder- you rock!!
Rabbi & Mrs Sufrin’s monthly Adult education classes continued on zoom, in addition to
maintaining one to one classes for individualised tuition, whilst maintaining
relationships developed over many years.
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Reading, fun learning activities, even baking a Matzah for Pesach and Bat Mitzvah Club
all continued on line, ensuring that the children were able to keep up with their
individualised learning.
The academic year culminated with an exciting zoom graduation devised and run by Mrs
Sufrin. The children were addressed by Rabbi Hyman, Rabbi of SWHC & Principal of the
&KHGHU 0UV $GULHQQH 0RVV s (GXFDWLRQ RƯFHU DQG 0UV 6DPDQWKD +DPEOLQJ D FODVV
teacher.
Each of the children spoke so beautifully, sharing their thoughts and feelings about
Cheder during lockdown. Two of the children recited a moving and meaningful prayer
asking Hashem to help all those who are unwell followed by Mrs Sarah Miller, herself a
Parent, speaking on behalf of the parent body.
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